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08. June 2022

Education and culture

Drama with Penelope Cruz from the series "The Special Film" //
Tuesday, June 14, starting at 8 p.m.
The film "Parallel Mothers" with Penelope Cruz by director Pedro Almodóvar will be shown
on Tuesday, June 14, at the Bocholt Kinodrom. The film is part of the cultural series "The
special film" organized by the city of Bocholt. Start is at 8 pm. Admission is 6 euros.
Ticktets can be purchased at the box office or online at www.kinodrom.de.

Content

Two women, two pregnancies, two lives: Janis and Ana are both expecting their first child
and meet by chance in the hospital shortly before the birth.

Both are single and became pregnant unintentionally. Janis, middle-aged, has no regrets
and is overjoyed in the hours before the birth. Ana, the exact opposite, is a teenager, scared
and traumatized. She finds little support even in her mother, Teresa. Janis tries to cheer
Ana up. The few words they exchange in those hours in the hospital hallway create a close
bond between the two.

But a coincidence throws everything into disarray and changes their lives in a dramatic
way.

About the series "The Special Film

The film series "KINO Bocholt - the special film" has been taking place since 1977. On the
initiative of the Department of Culture and Education of the City of Bocholt, selected films
are usually presented every 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month in cooperation with the
Kinodrom Bocholt.

The aim is to present exceptional films, which might otherwise not be shown in the
cinemas of Bocholt, to an interested audience of any age.

Film tip: "Parallel Mothers" at the Kinodrom Bocholt
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